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Abstract 

A method is presented for cheaply generating simulated solution paths 
for dynamic stochastic optimization models. There is no linearity restric
tion on the models, and the method involves no approximation. It does, 
however, abandon the usual convention that the process generating the exo
genous disturbances is "given", instead generating mutually consistent 
processes for exogenous disturbances and choice variables. 



SOLVING NONLINEAR STOCHASTIC EQUILIBRIUM 
MODELS "BACKWARDS" 

by Christopher A. Sims 
November 1984* 

* The October version of this paper contained an 
imFortant error in the second example. This version 
corrects that error,exFlains how to make the search for 
stable backwards solutions more systematic, and adds some 
convnents about use of the methods for estimation. 

Economists have in recent years been applyinS the assumFtion 

that economic asents dynamicallY optimize under uncertainty. 

Models embodyinS this assumFtion can be very difficult to 

solve, however, and those which have been used have 

therefore been hishly simFlified or approximate. We have 

solution methods for "~uadratic-linear" models, in which 

asents have linear decision rules, and for seneral nonlinear 

models with small discrete state spaces. Kydland and 

Prescott have shown the way toward aFProximatins 

non-~uadratic-linear models with ~uadratic linear ones, 

thereby makins them soluble, but their method is essentially 

e~uivalent to assumins that asents apply certainty 

e~uivalence to their problems. For some issues the effects 

of the failure of·certainty e~uivalence are of central 

interest. This paper suSsests a class of solution methods 

which allow analysis of a broader ranse of stochastic 

e~uilibrium models than has heretofore been practical. 

Most of the methodology economists have applied in this area 

. is borrowed from engineerins. For an ensineer, just as for 

an economic agent, solvins the stochastic optimization 

problem re~uires a method for findins the aPFropriate 

decision rule by which to make controlled variables respond 

to a siven forcinS stochastic process. An economist, 

however, can take a more symmetric view of control variables 

and forcing variables. In modelins behavior, he is 

interested in the maFFins between the stochastic processes 
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for controlled and uncontrolled variables. Since he may 

observe data on both processes, both a.re e~ually "~iven" to 

him. In fa.ct the variables taken as Siven by one SrOUF of 

asents in his model may well be taken a.s choice va.riables by 

other asents. For a.n economist, therefore, a. method of 

takinS an arbitrary stochastic process for controlled 

variables and, determinins the corresponding stochastic 

process for the uncontrolled variables may be as useful as 

the standard engineering solution methods which work in the 

reverse direction. It turns out that in many cases of 

interest findinS this "backwards" mapping from controlled 

processes to forcins processes is much easier than the 

reverse. 

'1. The method 

Let C be a kxl vector of control variables, 5 be an mxl 

vector of state variables, v be an nxl vector of 

disturbances, and M be an mxl vector of stochastic Lasranse 

multipliers. We suppose that the problem is 
..0 

max E ~ U(Ct)R t 
C,S t=l 

subject to 

1 ) 

where variables dated t and earlier are known when Ct 
is chosen. 

The first order conditions for this problem are 

2) DU t = MtDS t 

3 ) Mt = REtCMt+llDht, 

where Mt is a stochastic LagranSe multiplier. The problem 

is hard in general mainly because the appearance of the 

expectation in (3) introduces an integral into the set of 

e~uations which must be salved: knowing the conditional 
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distribution of Vt+l at t does not allow us to compute the 

intesral until we also know the mappins from v to M. But 

suppose that instead we introduce an arbitrary form for the 

stochastic process followed by M. If we have chosen the form 

to be convenient. say a linear autoreSression or a linear 

autoresression in losarithms. then the expectation on the 

risht of (3) will be easily found as a function of 

information dated t and earlier. Then (2) and (3) 

constitute m+k e~uations in the m+k variables S~. and C~. 
" " 

tosether with Mis dated t and earlier. If they have full 

rank Jacobian. we can solve the two sets of e~uations to 

express St and Ct in terms of terms of M dated t and 

e~rlier. Substitutins these solutions into the constraint 

(1). we obtain m e~uations in Vt and Mis dated t and 

earlier. Thus. if we Senerate a simulated path for the Mt 
process. we can use the first order conditions and the 

budSet constraint to solve for C. S. and v. obtainins a 

realization -of C .• 5 and v as a joint stochastic process 

which is consistent with optimal choice of C and 5 takins 

the process v as siven. If we besan with a stationary 

process for M. the processes for C. 5 and v will all be 

stationary as well. 

Consider a simple example. a stochastic srowth ·model. 

Individuals maximize 

4 ) 

subject to 

S) 

The first order conditions are 

Let Mt be senerated by 



8) lo~ Mt+l = .8 lo~ Mt + Ut+l' 

where u is serially independent and Normal with mean zero, 

standard deviation .05. Then if information at t consists 

of Ms for s{t+l, 

Rearransin~ (6) and using (9) in (7) gives us 

10) 

11> 

= .39685 

= .9512 

M-·66667 
t 

Substituting (10) and (11) in (5) produces an expression for 

Vt in terms of Mt • In this model the natural definition of 

the sross interest rate is 

= 1.0525 Mf06667 

From (10)-(12) it is obvious that K and C move together, 

with C the more volatile of the two, and that r moves in the

opposite direction in this solution. To obtain more 

interesting and realistic dYnamics, we could make the M 

process second or higher order, add a constant to it, or the 

like. We will discuss such possibilities further below, 

where we consider cases where the choice of the M process 

cannot be made so freely. 

2. Generalizing the method: stability problems. 

The seneral form of the problem considered so far is 
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I 

restricted in that the state variable-I 

_I Thou~h we callS a "state variable", it does not fit 
the usual definition of one in dYnamic proSramminS. 
Because we have not restricted the nature of the dependence 
of v on past information, S does not in seneral contain all 
information relevant for predictins the future of the 
system. 

is excluded from the utility function, the disturbance term 

in the constraint (1) enters additively, and the constraint 

is separible. When these restrictions are relaxed, the 

method does not work so simply. Relaxins these 

restrictions, we have the problem 
~ 

13) max E[~U(Ct,St)Rtl 
t=1 

subject to 

Now the first order conditions are 

15) and 

To implement a backwards solution, we need to avoid 

calculatins the expectation in (16). We can always do this 

by simplY introducins an "innovation" into (16) while 

eliminatins the expectation operator, to arrive at 

If Et[Wt+11=O, (17) expresses ~he same condition as (16). 

Takins w as siven, (14), (15) and (17) constitute a system 

of 2m+k difference e~uations in the 2m+k variables C, S, and 

H, plus the n variables v. To set a determinate solution, 
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we must impose n additional conditions on the system. The 

usual practice would be to make these n additional equations 

ones in which Vt+1 is senerated from its own past plus 

serially independent shocks. However with such a set of 

auxiliary conditions, the system is nearly always unstable. 

Eorrowing deterministic methods, we could search over 

initial choices of C to find one yielding a stable path, 

with a siven Senerated path for the disturbances w in (17) 

and for those in the auxiliary v equations. However in 

doins so we would be seneratinS dependence between current C 

and the future disturbances, violatins the assumption 

required to justify (17) as a replacement for (16). 

If we are not tied to a precise form for the v process, we 

need not make our n auxiliary equations ones which senerate 

v from its own past. Any relation among the variables in 

the system, includins the v's and w's, which leads to a 

nonsinsular Jacobian for the system, will suffice to allow 

the system to determine C, S, M and v with a siven path for 

w. If the problem has any stationary solution, then there 

must be some way to choose the n additional equations in 

such a way that the solution is stable. 

Often the quickest way to do this is to make a shrewd guess, 

as in our first example above. In chaos ins a process for M~ 

in that example we in effect added an error 

to (7), and added (8) as an auxiliary equation. Note that 

thoush (18) and (8) seem to involve two disturbances u and 

w, the two are related by an analytic expression, so there 

is really only one disturbance process. 

" 

Howe v e r s h r e w d sue sse s don 0 t not a 1 w·a y s w 0 r k , and w hen the y 
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don't a more systematic approach is possible: One can 

linearize the system (14), (15), (171 aboLtt the steadY state 

solution, then choose the auxiliary e~uations to make all 

the roots of the completed linearized system fall in the 

stable re~ion. This method can become quite burdensome for 

larse systems because of the analytic differentiation 

required, but it is nice to know it is available as a last 

resort when a reasonable number of shrewd ~uesses have 

failed to work. It should also be noted that often one is 

interested in eXFlorin~ the ranse of solutions the model can 

~enerate as the nature of the exosenous disturbances varies. 

An explicit local stability analysis can be helpful, or even 

essential, in doins a thorou~h job of this. 

The shrewd suess method is usually so much easier than 

explicit local stability analysis of the system, that when 

shrewd guessin~ fails, one should usually consider the 

possibility of modifyins the model's stochastic 

specification. For example, a model' with a sinSle 

disturbance process v leaves room for only one auxiliary 

equation, and that one equation must stabilize the system. 

Often there is no strons reason to suppose a sinsle 

disturbance, and addins an additional one, by allowins two 

dimensions for the shrewd suess approach to work in, may 

make an easy problem of a hard one. 

It is important in practice to examine systematicallY the 

s~ructure of the difference e'=l.uations one is ~eneratin~ with 

this method. A commonly encountered pitfall is the 

situation where the Jacobian of the system with respect to 

current values of C, S, M and v is sinsular, yet a solution 

appears possible. For example, St mi~ht not enter the 

system at all, while St-l does. If one redates S, lettin~ 

S:=St-l' one mi~ht then find a system that ~enerates a 

stable solution for all variables. This procedure is not 
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1 e sit i ma t e, be c a use it ma k e sst, a 1 0 n s wit h C t' M t' and v t 1 

deFend on the shock w., violatins the model's information ... 

assumFtions; in effect it allows the model to see the exact 

value of Wt when choosins St-l' This Fitfall is really the 

same as the Froblem of unstable solutions. If St did enter 

the system but very weakly (so the Jacobian was near 

sinsularity), then the likely result would be a hishly 

unstable system of difference e~uations. 

We illustrate the foresoins pitfalls and Fossibilities with 

a simFle srowth model. 

The objective is -max E2 10s(CtlR t 
t=l 

subject to 

This has the FOC's 

A natural aFFroach misht be to take 

This has the aFFeal that it converts (21) to 

Generatins Z and its Fredictor as a linear autoresression in 

loss, we can solve for the C Fath from (20) and (23). Then 

(22) sives us 
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24) 

Substitutins (24) in the budset constraint (191 sives us 

It is easy to see that {')o:;\ 
, .... J I is not a promising difference 

e~uation from which to generate K. For example, if Z is 

nearly constant. then ZC is nearly l/R (from (22)), imFlying 

that (25) yields explosive solutions for K. 

Guessins at a choice for Z which will work in this problem 

is ~uite unlikely to succeed. The lazy man's approach is 

then to wonder whether we need to insist that there is only 

one kind of disturbance in the technology (19). Replacing 

(19) with 

may seem innocent enough from the point of view of the 

economics of the problem. and it leaves the FOC's 

unaffected. But with two error terms we can have two 

auxiliary e~uations. We can. for example. Senerate K 

directly as well as our Z from (22). With stable paths for 

both C (from (20) and (23» and K. the analogue of (25) is 

which determines a stable path for Ut. Even if one wished 

to analyze the case where shocks to the level of Froduction 

were highly correlated with shocks to the rate of return. 

i.e. where v were the main source of disturbance, it misht 

be best to foLlow this two-shock strategy and experiment 

with the specification for the e~uations generating K and Z 
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to see what is needed to make the variation in u much less 

important than that in v. 

However, a direct approach to analyzing the instability 

problem, preserving the single disturbance v, is also 

possible. Substituting (20) in (21) and eliminating the Et 

by adding a shock, we obtain 

Treatins (19l and (28) as a pair of difference e~uations in 

the three variables C, K, and v, we linearize them about 

steady state values. to obtain as the matrix of polynomials 

in the las operator in the linearization 

1 
_ 0:: 

1 - .5 vK ..... L 

• 

Here we are using unsubscripted variables to designate 

steadY state values. We can simplify the analYsis by 

creating a zero in the upper right of this matrix, which can 

be done by multiplyins the second raw of the matrix by 2KC/R 

and subtracting the result from the first row. It also 

" helps to multiply the second row by C- and use the fact that 

in steadY state .5RvK-· 5=1. None of these transformations 

affect the roots of the determinant of the matrix which 

results when we add an e~uation to the system. The 

'simplified matrix is 

1 - 2K/(CR)(1-Ll 1 - (2/RlL 

l-L (.SC/KlL 

Now we would like to add an e~uation to this system in such 

a way that all the roots of the determinant lie outside the 
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unit circle. Note, though, that in steadY state 

KfC=Rf(2-RI. Usin~ this fact makes the term in the upper 

left of the matrix -R+2L. This is, however, just a scalar 

multiple of the 1-(2/R)L term in the second position of the 

first row. Thus no matter how we complete this matrix, its 

determinant will have one root e~ual to R/2(1. This 

reflects the fact that there is no stationary solution to 

this system in which the Euler e~uation (281 has a non-zero 

disturbance. We have here a model in which optimal behavior 

is myopic. 

To see this, note that by combinin~ (19) and (28) we can 

obtain an e~uation in K/C alone, 

If nt is stationary and with 

non-zero variance, any path on which Kt/Ct is positive makes 

KtfCt explode. Therefore stationary solutions to the model 

must make the variance of nt zero. That is, the ratio Kt/C t 
i s k e p t fix e d a t the val u e 0 f R f ( 2 - R ), w h i c h w i I Ike e p ( -2 9 ) 

true identically with nt=O. Optimal behavior is very simple 

-- keep consumption at a fixed fraction of the capital 

stock. There is no deFendence of this rule on the 

stochastic behavior of disturbances. Of course once we 

recognize this characteristic of the solution, generatin~ 

simulated solution Faths is trivially easy. But before we 

recognize it, the search for shrewd guesses at e~uations 

which will complete and stabilize the model may absorb a lot 

of wasted energy. 

A less drastic and possibly more instructive examFle of a 

model for which it is difficult to find a stable solution 

arises when we add to the right-hand side of (19) a term to 

make the rate of depreciation less than one, ~iving us 
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c:: 
30) c~ + Kt = v v·~ + -:; - t,O't-l .9K t - 1 

The solution to this model is not myopic, yet it is not easy 

to suess at a stabilizing completion of the model. Here the 

Euler e~uation becomes 

31> .9) IC • 
" 

and the matrix polynomial operator for the linearized system 

(30)-(31) is 

1 
c:: _v· .j '0, 

Here in steadY state .SvK-, S=(1-.9R)/R and K/C=R/{2-1.9R). 

With R=.9S, after multiplYing the second row by Cl , we can 

rewrite the matrix as 

1 1-1.0S3L 

l-L .0148SL 
c:: 

-.0975K· .... 

Multiplying the first row by .0975 and subtracting it from 

the second produces 

1 1-1.053L 

.902S-L -.097S+.1175L o 

If we add the completing e~uation as the bottom row of the 

matrix, and do not include any v term in the e'"l.uation, the 

roots of the matrix will be just those of the 2x2 matrix in 
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the lower left corner. The new e~uation cannot generate C 

from its own past alone or K from its own past alone. If 

the new e~uation involved only one of C or K, the 

determinant of the completed matrix would have one of the 

two elements of the second row above as one of its factors, 

SuaranteeinS one root inside the unit circle. But SUFFose 

we add an e~uation of the form 

32) los Ct = a + bios Ct-l + c los Kt-l' 

(We include no error term in (29). We could add an 

arbitrary linear function of Wt to the risht-hand side 

without affectihs the analysis. However, since the system 

is sinSular, with only a one-dimensional drivins process, 

there will in any case be some function of C t , Kt , and Vt 

which can be predicted without error, so the presence or 

absence of an error term in (32) does not correspond to any 

~ualitative difference in the model.) 

With (32), linearized about steadY state, Senerating the 

third row of the system's matrix polynomial, it takes the 

form 

1 1-1.05:3L 

.9025-L -.0975+.1175L 

(l-bL)/C -cL/K 

c:: _Ks-.J 

o 

o 

MultiplyinS the last row by C and usins C/K=.20S3, we set 

the determinant as 

33) -K· 5 C.097S-<.18S3c+.0975b+.1175)L+{.2053c+.117SblL2] 

~ 

For a second order polynomial P(xl=l-mx-nx~, both roots lie 
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outside the unit circle if and only if m+n(l, n-m(l, and 

n(l. This can be shown to imply that (b,c) in (33) lie in a 

triansle with vertices (1.23,-.23), (3.45,-2.45), and 

(46,-26). Thus b must exceed one and c must be below zero, 

with their absolute masnitudes rouShly similar. 

E~uation (32) with b)1.23 can make sense only as part.of a 

system. The Folynomial in the las oFerator aFFlied to 

10s(C) in it has no conversent one-sided inverse. I have 

run simulations of the system with Farameters in the resion 

which keeFs the linearized system stable. For band c 

values which are not too larse it behaves very stably, with 

no aFFarent sensitivity of the stability to the sizes of 

assumed disturbance terms. 

3. Invertibility Froblems. 

When the backwards solution process turns out unstable, the 

Froblem is that we have completed the system in such a way 

that there is no stationary solution to the problem in which 

Vt' the exosenous disturbance, is a function of current and 

past values of Wt' the disturbance Frocess we Senerate 

arbitrarily. The reverse of this can also happen -- current 

and past w's can turn out to contain more information than 

is contained in current and past shocks v. But while the 

instability Froblem invalidates the solution, the 

invertibility problem is only a cautionarY note to the 

interpretation of the solution. While an ensineer must take 

the amount of information available in makins choices as 

siven, an economist usually finds nothins unreasonable in 

sUFFosins that economic asents have access to information 

that allows them to forecast the disturbances to the economy 

better than could be done from knowledse of past 

disturbances alone. 
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There are limits to this, of course. Usually it would 

violate the spirit of an economic model to suppose that 

asents know next period's technolosy shock exactlY in this 

period, for example. In the most extreme case, we misht end 

UP with a "solution" to a stochastic model in which asents 

are in effect assumed to have perfect foresisht. In most 

applications it will be valuable to know whether the 

solutions generated do imply agents have more information 

than is available from the history of the disturbances, even 

if we do not insist that the solutions be invertible. 

One can check for invertibility by "reversing the reverse" 

solution procedure. The reverse solution procedure we have 

been discussing converts the problem into that of solving a 

set of difference e'!tuations in C, 5, v, and w, in which w 

and initial values are taken as given in solving for C, S 

and v. These same e'!tuations can be used to find C, S, and w 

taking v and initial conditions as giverr. We cannot 

generate simulated paths for the economy this way, because 

to do so we would have to generate paths for v consistent 

with the expectation rules used in derivins the difference 

e'!tuations, and we do not know how to do this directly. But 

when we ask the '!tuestion of whether dependence of wt on 

initial conditions at t=O dwindles to zero.as t soes to 

infinity, this "reverse reverse" solution method is useful. 

Takins any of the simulated v paths obtained in the initial 

solution, we can modify the initial conditions. then find 

the corresponding w path. If w does depend only on current 

and past v. then for large t the Wt found by the 

reverse-reverse method based on the modified initial 

conditions should approach the Wt which senerat~d the v path 

from the original initial conditions. 

Note that in the most extreme case, where e.9. Vt is an 

exact function of initial conditions (hence known in 
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advance), instead of showing UP as an instability Froblem 1n 

the reverse-reverse solution, the invertibilitv problem 

shows UF as an inability to freely modify the initial 

conditions. That is, while in the original reverse solution 

we took w's and initial condition's as given and found v 

from them. when we try to take initial conditions and later 

v's as given, solving for w, we discover we are not free to 

modify initial conditions without chang ins later v's. 

It is not hard to check that, e.g., the first of our 

examples in this Faper, defined by (4)-(8), can be reduced 

to a difference e~uation relatins v to M of the form 

34) -~ 6'67 - ~ .15748 Mt" OJ + .9512 Mt"' = log('9512) 

-.210SMt_ 1 + Vt 

The linearization of (29) about M=l is 

35) -.6029 mt +.2000 mt-1 = Vt - 1.3560 

where mt=Mt-1. This system is hishly stable, obviously, so 

it aFFears likely that the solution is invertible. 

In the example of e~uations (30)-(32), in solving for w from 

v we would generate a system whose lineariIation replaced 

the third column of its matrix polynomial by (0.1,0)', to 

Froduce 

1 1-1.053L o 

l-L .01488L 1 

l-bL -.2053cL o 
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It is easy to check that the determinant here is a second 
'") 

order Folynomial in L with a coefficient of 1.053b en L' and 

a constant term of 1. Thus a necessary condition for all 

its roots to lie outside the unit circle is that Ibl(.95, 

yet we know that all the stable solutions have b)1.23. 

Hence the solutfons we generated this way are not invertible 

._- they imply that agents predict future ViS better than 

could be done from knowledS& of ViS own past alone . . 
4. Hisher order models. 

The models we have looked at so far all have first-order 

la.gs onlY. 'Of course a model formulated with more laSS can 

always be rewritten as a first-order model by treating the 

hisher .order lags as additional state variables. However 

when we expand the state vector this way, we obtain 

additional e~uations in the constraint (14), and these are 

"dummy e~uations", in which no disturbance term is 

appropriate. Each constraint e~uation in general generates 

a. first-order condition with its own conditional expectation 

term. Our previous analysis would thus seem to indicate 

that, e.g., in a model with 5th order lass we would re'=i.uire 

a five-dimensional disturbance process, even if there is 

only one "non-dummy" constraint e~uation. 

It turns out that there is no such difficulty. The 

first-order conditions for a high-order model with only m 

nontrivial constraint e~uations can always be reduced to m 

e~uations involving only m distinct expectational terms. 

Choice of the Z process for such a model will usually 

re~uire some ingenuity, though. 

Here's an example. The problem is 

max 
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subject to 

31) C + l r _- Ka Kb + .,. 
t "-t v .. t-l -t-2 t 

The FOC's are 

32) 

33) a-l 10. Et CRaM t +1Kt Kt - 1 + 

R 2 b M t + 2 Kt + 1 K~ - 1 J 

E~uation (33) can be thought of either as obtained directly 

by variational principles, or can be derived from an 

expanded version of the problem in which the state vector is 

two-dimensional, consisting of Kt and Kt - 1 • If we simplY 

set 

~e give (33) a very simple form. However in that case (33) 

determines fit from EtCZt+1J, and (34) then becomes an 

e~uation relating K dated t-l and earlier to Z da.ted t and 

earlier, which means solving it for K would contradict the 

information assumptions. (Here the solution would also be 

explosive). If we let Yt=KtK~-l' however, (33) takes the 

form 

This suggests setting 

E~uation (36) allows us to convert (35) to 

37) 
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which, once we have a process specified for Z, determines 

KtM t . Evidently KtM t will be stable whenever the Z process 

is. 

Now observe that (36) can be rewritten as 

39) 

The left-hand side of (39) is stable if Z t and K tM t are, and 

the risht-hand side is los-linear in K, with a stable 

Folynomial in the las operator applied to lo~ K so lans as 

a+b(1. Thus the solution ienerates stable K for any stable 

Z process. It is then easy to see from (36) that C must be 

stable and from (31) that v must be as well. 

In this kind of problem we can offer some seneral principles 

concernins the selection of a Z definition which avoids 

instability. The definition in (34) relates MtYt-1/Kt-1 to 

Zt throush a non invertible polynomial in the laS operator 

(unless b is much bigSer than a). Thus when (34) becomes 

Fart of the system for solvins for C and K from Z, it is 

likely to Senerate instability. We can correct this problem 

by modifYins the risht-hand side of (34) in sLlch a. way as to 

stabilize (34), while still allowins use of E t (Zt+l] and 

Et(Zt+2l to set rid of the expectational terms in (33). In 

a problem where the laSs of K did not enter the constraint 

so sYmmetrically, it would not be so obvious how to do this 

as in this problem. It is worth something, thoush, to have 

located the e~uation where the difficulty occurs and 

provided a criterion for successful modification of the 

choice of Z. 

5. Application of These Ideas to Estimation 
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In a sense, all economics is empirical. Research in pure 

theorY aims at producins models which help us understand 

actual economies, just as does explicitlY econmetric work. 

The difference is that for purely theoretical work the 

~uestion of how one connects the model to observable facts 

about the economy is not addressed explicitly. "Goodness of 

fit" juds~ents are left to intuition. With complicated 

e~uilibrium models of the business ~ycle, there is a strong 

temptation to treat ~uestions of fit more as a theorist 

does. Pre~cott and Kydland [1982], for example, "fit" their 

model on a criterion which looks at only a few moments of 

the data. While this kind of approach may be a practical 

necessity irt some cases, we should recognize that a more 

risorous treatment of inference is our goal. With the 

cheaper simulation methods suSSes ted in this paper, a more 

rigorous approach to inference may prove possible. 

One direction to So is to recoSnize the connection of these 

methods with the use of Hansen's generalized methods of 

moments methods for estimation based on stochastic first 

order conditions. Hansen's idea can be thought of as 

parallelinS this paper in suggesting that the expectational 

e~uation (16) be replaced with (17), then observins that 

(17) is an e~uation which can be estimated by instrumental 

variables methods, so Ions as it involves no unobservables. 

It is sometimes an advantage of Hansen's method that it does 

not involve a complete system of generating e~uations for 

the data. Often we are confident of the first order 

condition, but building a complete model would re~uire much 

more work. But e~uallY often we need a complete model to 

make forecasts or to compare fit with another approach. 

This paper points out that we can embed the first order 

conditions in a complete model. 

say a linear VAR complete model, 

We need not choose between, 

and a nonlinear e~uilibrium 

model which we can estimate by Hansen's methods but not use 
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for prediction. 

In our approach we generate a system of difference e~uatians 

which will produce, for a given stable path of serially 

uncorrelated shocks w, a stable path for the variables C, 5, 

and v. For empirical work, we will certainly want the 

dimension of w to match the sum of the dimensions of C and 

5, except to the extent thatC and 5 are related by some 

identities in the model. This may re~uire that some of our 

aFPended e~uations be siven disturbance terms of their own, 

in addition to those appearins in the first order 

conditions. Once we have dimensions matchinS, the maPFinS 

from Wt vectors to Ct,St vectors is likely to be one-to-one, 

hence in principle invertible. That is, the same e~uations 

we use at each t to find C, S, and v from w can be used to 

find w from C and S. A likelihood function value can then 
be developed from the computed w path, assuming that the 

model asserts a distribution for the w path. For examFle, 

if w were taken to be a Saussian process the likelihood of 

the sample would depend on the samFle first and second 

moments of w. 

We can illustrate the suSSes ted method with our simplest 

model above, from e~uations (4)-(8). In those e~uations 

there is only one independent source of error, u or v. The 

model hYFothesizes that u is serially uncorrelated and, saY, 

stationary i.i.d. normal. If both of the variables K and C 

are observed, then e~uations (6)-(8) senerate an exact 

-relation between them, and in real data the model will be 

rejectable as untrue because that relation will not hold 

without error. If C alone is observed, then (6) and (8) 

tosether define a first order AR in a nonlinear function of 

C, or, in other words, a way to form u as a nonlinear 

function of C. From this a likelihood function for the data 

could be formed as a function of the parameters of the 
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utility function and of e~uation (8). If K alone were 

observed. a nonlinear relation between K and u would emer~e 

from (7) and (8). again allo'..IIing formation of a likelihood 

function. 

In the more interesting case where C and K are both 

observed. we could make the model usable by, say, adding a 

random disturbance Wt in the marginal cost of investment 

goods. making (5) read 

and convert ins (7) to 

Then (6). (8) and (41) allow calculation of the path of Ut 

and Wt from data on C and K. Of course (40) -still allows 

calculation of a Vt path as well. We have already 

specified. as part of writins down (8). stochastic behavior 

for u. If this two-disturbance model is to have content. we 

need a two-dimensional stochastic specification. We could 

do this by adding a univariate AR equation for w or v (not 

both). for example, asserting that the innovations in one of 

these variables are normal and independent of u. More 

likely to have a chance of fitting would be a model which 

dropped (8) and postulated a joint linear vector 

autoresression for wand M (if it postulated a joint VAR for 

v and M. it would make solvinS for innovations in v and M 

from the data a little harder by breakins UP some of the 

system's recursiveness). 

It perhaps bears mentionins here that, thoush once we can 

calculate the innovations which .are beins postulated to be 

i.i.d. normal we can calculate the likelihood, the 
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likelihood is not ordinarily a function of the sum of 

s~uared calculated innovations alone in these models. The 

Jacobean of the transform between observed data and 

innovations is generally not the identity in a nonlinear 
" .. '\0 

model, and this must be taken~account in calculatins 

likelihood. 

This sugsested procedure could be expensive. In a 
complicated model it may be that the mapping from C and 5 to 

w re~uires a time-consumins iterative procedure for solution 

at each t. When we recosnize that to evaluate the 

likelihood for each set of model parameters we have to run 

throush the whole sample this way, we can see the potential 

for hish computer costs. (The costs here are still orders 

of maSnitude smaller than what would be needed for a direct 

dynamic programmins approach to a discretized version of the 

model, however.) 

The procedure is also limited in that it would be very 

difficult to apply to time-agSregated data. With 

time-asgresated data, the "state" S is not directly 

observable. Therefore no simple recursive scheme for 

computing Wt from Ct and St will be available. 

An alternative approach is to "estimate by simulation". One 

would choose a vector H of statistics which can be 

calculated from the data. Lettins HO be the statistics 

calculated from the data and H(b) be the statistics 

'calculated from a Ions series of simulated data from the 

model with parameters set at b, one would search over b to 

minimize (HO-H(b»'W(HO-H(b», where W is an estimate of the 

inverse of the variance matrix of HO <assumins the 

simulation is so Ions that the variance of H(b) is 

neslisible). The resultins estimates have an asymptotic 

covariance matrix siven by (DH W DH,)-l, where DH is the 
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derivative of H(bl with respect to b. If, e.g., H is the 

vector of coefficients in a linear VAR fit to the observed 

data and the VAR is chosen to leave negligible serial 

correlation in the data, W can be taken from the usual 

re9ression printout of coefficient covariance matrices. One 

could also estimate W directly from the simulated data, 

using a b at or near the value that minimizes the criterion. 

Estimation by simulation can approach the more direct method 

in providinS a complete model if the H vector represents a 

complete linear model. A model which systematicallY misses 

some important dynamic interaction will fail to Senerate a 

linear structure close to the form of an unrestricted VAR. 

Also, this method can easily handle time a9sresation, 

censoring, seasonal adjustment, and other messy 

transformations of the data. Sometimes, the calculations 

for simulation from given shocks may be much simpler than 

the calculations of shocks from given data (thoush the 

reverse can occur, or be engineered into a model, as weIll. 

The method does re~uire repeated simulations over many time 

periods, which may be costly in large models. The nature of 

the computation. however. is such that with some programminS 

effort it might be done very rapidly on vector processors 

(similar monte carlo problems have been converted to run 

efficiently on vector processors by physicists and 

ensineers) and with minor prosramminS effort it could take 

advantase of highly parallel computers. 

6. Conclusion. 

There is more to be said about and done with these methods. 

They will work in continuous time models, for example, and 

invertibility and stability issues show UP in such models in 
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a different way. This topic is omitted here because it 

would take UP considerable space and re~uire a mare advanced 

mathematical apparatus. The methods have already been 

aFplied by Alfonso Novales [1984J and SonSdal Shim (1984J, 

who discuss some practical details slossed over here. 

However the methods make simulation of solutions so easy 

that they cry out to be applied to actual estimation of 

nonlinear models, with formal statistical inference rather 

than the informal comparison of simulations to data which 

appear in Novales's work and that of Kydland and Prescott. 

We have already sketched how to do this here, and a more 

detailed discussion probably ousht to aCCOMPany an actual, 

serious application. Perhaps this paper's treatment ~oes far 

enouSh, thoush. so that many economists can take a hand in 

applyins the methods and increasins our understandins of 

their strenSths and limitations. 
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